
“ I feel so much better in myself standing up for 
what is right and making complaints when I see 
something dodgy. I used to just be disgraced and 
saddened by sexualisation popping up all around, 
now I feel I am making a di!erence and it is 
rewarding! Thank you for your inspiration.”  
Keren

“ Having this group has definitely lifted my spirits 
and inspired me to take action, rather than sit back 
and feel defeated! It is reassuring to know that 
people feel the same way and are actually doing 
something about these issues! Keep up the great 
work…hopefully, younger women who are sold the 
idea that this hyper sexualised society is normal 
will be encouraged to rethink this attitude and join 
forces in making a stand!” 
Carissa

“ THANKYOU for opening my eyes to what’s 
happening in advertising. I have four daughters  
and the world terrifies me. I worry frequently at 
what the future may hold for my girls and what I 
can do to protect and prepare them. Today I told  
ten friends about Collective Shout and will continue 
to tell more friends. I have have sworn to myself 
that I will never sit on the sideline again. I will 
be that “someone” who says something, does 
something.  Thank you for inspiring me, thank  
you for helping me to protect my daughters.” 
Renee

  

 www.collectiveshout.org

  

 www.facebook.com/collectiveshout

  

 www.collectiveshout.org/donate

  

 www.twitter.com/collectiveshout

We have put corporations on notice that if they do 

the wrong thing, they will be exposed and boycotted. 

The bodies of women and girls should not be seen as 

fodder for companies to exploit for profit. 

 PLEASE SIGN UP AND HELP US 
ACHIEVE EVEN MORE. 

DONATE
We need your help! Please give generously to support 
our culture-changing work. Every donation is directly 
invested in running our campaigns. Help us see even 
more Collective Shout led victories this year.

Many people have been inspired to take action 
in their local communities, knowing they are 
backed by Collective Shout.



OBJECTING TO  
OBJECTIFICATION:  
WHO WE ARE

 
Collective Shout: for a world free of sexploitation  
is a dynamic new grassroots campaigning movement 
working to address the objectification of women and 
sexualisation of girls.

Through the ‘collective shout’ of our supporters, we 
pressure corporations, advertisers, marketers and media 
which exploit the bodies of women and girls to sell 
products and services, to change their behaviour.

Collective Shout believes women and girls should not 
be seen as sexual objects. We encourage corporations to 
recognise they have a corporate social responsibility not to 
engage in these harmful practices.

Collective Shout is at the forefront of challenging the 
pornification of culture in all its forms.

Collective Shout helps concerned individuals make their 
voices heard by equipping and empowering them to take 
action. A common response to these issues is ‘What can 
we do about it?’ People want to act but get weighed down 
and frustrated by complicated complaints procedures. 
Collective Shout makes it easier for all of us to make our 
voices heard.

We run our campaigns through our website  
www.collectiveshout.org. Our site, along with social media 
tools such as Facebook and Twitter, enable supporters to 
network, alert others to o!ensive advertising, products or 
services and access information and resources. 

In a short time, we have established Collective Shout as a 
serious and dynamic agent for change.

We have carved out a space in media and political realms, 
appearing regularly in press, radio and TV segments. Led 
by a core team of passionate and committed women, 
Collective Shout benefits from the expert advice of child 
development experts, adolescent psychologists, eating 
disorder specialists and researchers and academics.

VICTORIES!
Collective Shout has achieved a growing number of significant 
wins in a short time. Billboards objectifying women have been 
taken down, inappropriate clothing for children withdrawn, 
violent games banned and other forms of sexualised  
advertising halted.

Some of our victories include: 

 Best & Less agreeing to withdraw ‘bralettes’  
 for 2 year olds

  Pressuring stationery retailer Typo to withdraw porn 
inspired products aimed at young people

  Forcing Diva to withdraw Playboy accessories for girls 8-14

  Stopping Lynx’s sexist and objectifying   
‘Rules to Rugby’ advertising 

  Exposing Mossimo’s sex industry inspired ‘Peepshow’ 
competition for trivialising the crime of ‘peeping’ and using 
sex industry practices and the objectification of women to 
sell underwear.

COLLECTIVE SHOUT:  
OUR GOALS
   To expose corporations, advertisers, marketers and media 

who objectify women and sexualise girls to sell products  
and services

  To pressure them to change their behaviour

  To bring an end to the broader pornification of our culture 
by challenging the hyper-sexualised images which have 
become mainstream

  To, more broadly, challenge all forms of sexual trade and 
commerce in women’s bodies, including pornography, 
prostitution and tra"cking

  To help concerned individuals take up their rightful voice in 
the public square bearing in mind the dictum ‘The standard 
you walk past is the standard you set.’ 

THE HARMS OF  
SEXUALISATION

  Body image is consistently in the top concerns in Mission 
Australia’s annual youth surveys 

  It is estimated that 1 in 100 adolescent girls in Australia is 
su!ering anorexia and 1 in 20 su!er from Bulimia

 One in four teen girls wants to have plastic surgery

  Self -harm by older adolescent girls has increased by 90%;  
self-harm in the 12-14 year age group has risen by 66%  
in a decade

  70% of boys have seen porn by age 12, 100% by 15. 
Pornography exposure is socialising boys to see women 
and girls only in terms of sexual gratification

  The American Psychological Association identified 
objectification of women and sexualisation of girls as a 
significant contributing factor to negative physical and 
mental health outcomes in girls and young women.


